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Unfiltered: ‘She was completely demonically
possessed.’
Brian Prowse-Gany and Joyzel Acevedo, Yahoo News • May 24, 2018
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Dr. Richard Gallagher is a board-certified psychiatrist in New York,
a professor at the New York Medical College in psychiatry, and is
on Columbia University’s faculty.
He also has a unique side job – for more than two and a half
decades, he’s been the clergy’s go-to doctor for cases of demonic
possession.
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In this week’s episode of Yahoo News’ Unfiltered, we take a look at
one psychiatrist’s mission to provide his patients with the help they
need, even if it’s an exorcism. By assigning what some may call a
controversial diagnosis of demonic possession, Gallagher confronts
the oft-held notion that religion and science are like oil and water,
stating that what is religious is not exactly anti-scientific and that
society should accept that “there may be something more here.”
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Gallagher’s journey into the world of exorcisms began by accident:
More than 25 years ago, a priest reached out for his psychiatric
opinion about a woman who said she was assaulted by invisible
821

forces. The woman and her husband were devout Catholics, and
they believed they were being attacked by evil spirits. At the time,
although Gallagher was a practicing Catholic, he approached the
priest with skepticism. To his surprise, the priest liked that. “Well,
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When Gallagher examined the woman, he found multiple bruises
that would spontaneously appear. “It didn’t seem to be explainable
on the basis of any medical or psychiatric pathology,” he recalls.
“She appeared to me to be completely sane. I had never seen a case
like that before.” Gallagher had determined that there was no
medical cause for her injuries.
She was, he came to conclude, attacked by an evil spirit.

Coronavirus news and updates: COVID-19 still
an issue in Arizona; Fauci on his 'worst
nightmare'
USA TODAY

Ne-Yo's performance at George Floyd's funeral
earns raves, sparks controversy
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A girl screams while being allegedly possessed by demons during an exorcism ritual
performed in Colombia. (Photo: Jan Sochor via Getty Images)

Ever since then, Gallagher has been approached by many leaders
from different faiths, including Muslim and Hindu clergy
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members, to give scientific advice about whether a patient is
mentally ill or under demonic possession. He has also spent many
years as the scientific advisor on the governing board for the
International Association of Exorcists, an organization that was
formally recognized by Pope Francis in 2014. Of his many
thousands of consultations, however, he has concluded only
around 100 cases were related to demonic activity.
Story continues
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Federal court documents show little evidence of
violent antifa protesters
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'Not acceptable': USA TODAY Network reporter
covering George Floyd protest jailed, released
in Delaware
USA TODAY
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Heidi Klum accused of 'fatphobia' and 'bodyshaming' for buzzing plus-size 'AGT' dancer
Yahoo Music

Officer on video saying he'll 'choke you out'
before man dies is charged with manslaughter
NBC News
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Merriam-Webster to redefine 'racism' after
emails from Missouri woman
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'The '80s called. They want their ad back':
Hundreds of complaints pour in over billboard
CBC

George Floyd and Derek Chauvin 'bumped
heads' at the nightclub where they both worked
because of Chauvin's aggression with clients,
former coworker says
INSIDER

Prison officer suspended for mocking killing of
George Floyd at Black Lives Matter protest
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